See how BOMA has supported members throughout the pandemic.

Whether essential personnel showing up for work under exceptional circumstances or working from home to prevent the spread of the virus, commercial real estate professionals are keeping our critical infrastructure safe during the COVID-19 pandemic. We’re proud of our members’ resilience and are honored to support their work through our efforts.

Voice of the Industry

Successfully lobbied at federal, state and local levels to classify CRE professionals as essential personnel.

Created a COVID-19 legislative tracking tool to monitor all COVID-19-related bills.

Prepared a comprehensive analysis of the CARES Act including a flash call for members to explain the provisions pertinent to CRE.

Regularly updating members on emerging COVID-19-related legislative issues.

Current federal lobbying activities include:

- Tax credit to help pay for additional cleaning expenses
- Liability protection for reopening businesses
- Inclusion of CRE in future Paycheck Protection Program
- Pandemic risk/business interruption insurance for future pandemics

Thought Leadership

Published 7 COVID-19 guidance documents when the industry needed them.

JAN: What You Need to Know

FEB: Preparedness Checklist

MAR: Tenant FAQ

MAY: Preparing Buildings for Re-Entry Operational and Management Guidelines for Industrial Properties

JUN: Preparing for Emergency Evacuations

NEW! Pandemic Guide

30,000+ visits to our online Coronavirus Resource Center curating critical resources and vetting credible information.

Best-practice guidance that was distributed via the power of social media.

BOMA International’s first-ever virtual conference, held live and on demand, with:

1,500 attendees
61 exhibitors
20 education sessions

The event program and expo provided innovative solutions to navigate through the new normal.

And we’ve never stopped offering our other member benefits, including extensive professional development resources, Career Center exclusive to CRE jobs, member rebate program through The Home Depot Pro, and much more at www.boma.org.